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DAY TRIP FIVE

Halls Gap has 
plenty to keep 
visitors busy

SCENIC MOUNTAIN RANGE
The majestic Grampians can be seen from almost anywhere around Hamilton and 
Dunkeld itself - the Southern Gateway to the Grampians - just 20 minutes drive from 
Hamilton, is home to an award-winning historical museum, has historic walks, several 
great eating spots and a golf course complete with inquisitive kangaroos and emus.

A short distance along the Halls Gap Tourist Rd is the starting point for walking 
tracks leading to the summits of Mt. Sturgeon and Mt. Abrupt.
Lake Bellfield on the outskirts of Halls Gap is 35 minutes from Dunkeld and has 
fishing and picnic spots.

Halls Gap has plenty to keep visitors busy – including the National Park Centre 
and Brambuk Cultural Centre, specialty shops and restaurants plus camping and 
barbeque areas. The drive has spectacular features along the way such as Boroka 
Lookout, McKenzie Falls and Reid’s Lookout.
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Halls Gap has 
plenty to keep 
visitors busy

The round trip back to 
Hamilton goes through 
Zumsteins which has a 
large picnic area with plenty 
of native animals to keep 
you company, Wartook, 
Cherrypool and Cavendish, 
a small town on the Wannon 
River with historical features, 
picnic areas and gardens.  
Time permitting, detour 
through Rocklands Reservoir.
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DAY TRIP FIVE

The Argyle Arms Hotel prides itself on providing its patrons with the coldest beer and 
freshest local produce in the Hamilton area. Our friendly staff and comfortable relaxed 

family atmosphere provide for a thoroughly enjoyable experience.

Our well stocked bottleshop with easy access to Cox Street has the largest range in town 
and ample parking ensures that The Argyle Arms Hotel will be your venue of choice.

For Bookings and further information please contact Mark on:
Tel: (03) 5571 9009, Fax 5571 9191

or Email at arg�leah��igpond�net�auarg�leah��igpond�net�au




